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Matter introduction
Matter is launched by Cell Press, sister journal to Cell, Chem and Joule. It is launched to publish high-profile papers in the field of material science, providing a platform for the innovative material papers from all fields, including bio-material, energy material and optical material, etc. The scope of Matter is based on the general field of material science, from nano to macro, fundamentals to application, encompassing the previously unknown and the innovative. As the flagship journal of Cell Press, Matter aims to be one of the leading journals in the material field, guiding the development of innovative materials. The first issue has been released on 10th July.

Knovel Introduction
Knovel, a solution of Elsevier, delivers trusted, accessible and relevant answers and insights to accelerate foundational knowledge, build expertise. It includes from basic to specialty, and everything in between for chemicals and materials. Using the tools and resources as professionals in the field allows students to be better prepared for a technology-driven career.

Matter& Knovel见面会，期待您的参与！
时间：2019年7月18日 (周四) 上午 10：00
地点：固体所小楼二楼报告厅